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Abstract

Precise oligomeric materials constitute a growing area of research with impli-

cations for various applications as well as fundamental studies. Notably, this

field of science which can be termed macro-organic chemistry, draws inspira-

tion from both traditional polymer chemistry and organic synthesis, combining

the molecular precision of organic chemistry with the materials properties of

macromolecules. Discrete oligomers enable access to unprecedented materials

properties, for example, in self-assembled structures, crystallization, or optical

properties. The degree of control over oligomer structures resembles many bio-

logical systems and enables the design of materials with tailored properties

and the development of fundamental structure–property relationships. This

Review highlights recent developments in macro-organic chemistry from syn-

thetic concepts to materials properties, with a focus on self-assembly and

molecular recognition. Finally, an outlook for future research directions is

provided.
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Oligomer and macro-organic chemistry: Situated in between polymer chemistry and organic chemistry macro-organic chemistry combines the
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1 | INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

Oligomers are comprised of repeating subunits that
occupy a unique area of chemical space between discrete
small molecules and higher molecular weight polymers.
As a result, this emerging class of materials encompasses
research opportunities from both categories, and fre-
quently presents entirely new directions not present in
either traditional class. While the transition from an olig-
omer to a polymer is not always clear from a purely struc-
tural point of view, the IUPAC definition describes an
oligomer as a molecule that “has properties which do
vary significantly with the removal of one or a few of the
units,” and the term will be used accordingly in this
review.1 This definition highlights a key driver for oligo-
mer research, particularly in molecularly defined cases
that has been a focus of materials scientists. What is the
correlation between minor changes in oligomer structure
which lead to significant changes and tunability in physi-
cal properties? This chemical space between classical
organic and macromolecular chemistry we term “macro-
organic chemistry” as it leverages the benefits from the
advanced chemistry of both small molecules and poly-
mers. This is exemplified by the importance of oligomer
sequence and/or length in biological systems with classi-
cal examples being the interaction of oligosaccharides
with lectins, the ability of siRNA to silence genes, or the
loss of enzyme activity after a point mutation.2 While the
role of discrete oligomeric molecules continues to be an
increasingly active area of research in (chemical) biology,
the potential of abiotic synthetic oligomers to generate
emergent thermal, mechanical, and self-assembly proper-
ties is significant. In these research fields, structural pre-
cision is crucial to arrive at novel properties or to fully
understand the structure–property relationships of these
more complex architectures.

From a historical point of view, the synthesis of biolog-
ically relevant oligomers brought organic and biochemists
together in their efforts to push the frontiers on what is
technically possible. Modern molecular biology would not
exist without the groundbreaking synthesis of discrete and
sequence-controlled oligopeptides, oligonucleotides, and
oligosaccharides. It was not until the early 1980's that

synthetic chemists combined advanced organic methodol-
ogies for the synthesis of complex liquid crystals, dendritic
macromolecules, foldamers, and a large variety of
π-conjugated oligomers and polymers.3–10

The present review highlights the different chemical
approaches to precision oligomeric materials with a focus
on materials properties that are modulated by a change in
oligomer length, sequence, or stereochemistry.11–13 Fur-
thermore, given the breadth of chemical space that can be
considered “oligomeric,” this review will emphasize abi-
otic oligomeric species that have been recently developed
for materials science applications and provide insights
into structure–property relationships. A focus is placed on
“precision” oligomers that are uniform in terms of length,
sequence, and/or composition and their materials proper-
ties, especially in the context of traditional polymer fea-
tures. Topics pertaining to oligopeptides,14,15

oligonucleotides,16,17 and oligosaccharides18 for applica-
tions in the biomedical field will not be discussed, as these
have already been thoroughly reviewed. Additionally, the
field of dendrimer research has been reviewed in the past
and will also not be described here, though many of the
concepts illustrated by precision oligomeric materials also
apply to dendrimers.19–21 Similarly, readers are directed to
pivotal reviews that examined the synthesis and properties
of oligomeric surfactants,22–24 where the assembly profile
for these precision materials is exceedingly rich, and dis-
crete π-conjugated oligomers.25–27 The landmark review of
Martin and Diederich in the Angewandte Chemie 1999
entitled “Linear Monodisperse p-Conjugated Oligomers:
Model Compounds for Polymers and More” provides an
excellent introduction25 to this growing area.28,29

2 | SYNTHETIC APPROACHES TO
DEFINED OLIGOMERS

The synthetic approaches used to prepare oligomers17–23

have taken inspiration from both macromolecular chemis-
try and small molecule organic chemistry. At one extreme,
classical synthetic polymer chemistry leads to structures
with a distribution of molecular weights or degrees of
polymerization (DP) and despite progress in controlled
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and living polymerization, ensemble properties can be
dominated by either low molecular weight or high molec-
ular weight fractions. Moreover, the stereo-irregularity in
many polymers results in no two molecules being struc-
turally identical, for example a 1 kg sample of PMMA
with a molecular weight of 20,000 Da (DP � 200) leads
statistically to all molecules having a different tacticity
along the backbone and different degree of polymeriza-
tion. In contrast, synthetic organic chemistry gives access
to precise molecular entities with a single molecular
weight (Đ = 1) and feature tunable, discrete properties,
that are not governed by chain entanglement at lengths
below the chain entanglement threshold.

Due to the prospect of utilizing precision oligomeric
species that have emergent materials properties, a variety
of synthetic strategies have been developed based on olig-
omer structure, size, and scale requirements. As not a sin-
gle solution to this problem exists, the strategy employed
changes with the desired goal, whether to explore new
chemical space for an ideal sequence or for targeted and
scalable materials production. These approaches to precise
oligomers can be divided into two general strategies
involving either iterative, multi-step syntheses or the sepa-
ration of disperse oligomeric mixtures.

2.1 | Defined oligomers via iterative
synthesis

Iterative synthesis of oligomers involves the sequential
introduction of each monomer unit through individual
chemical steps and can be categorized into two distinct
growth modes: linear – either monodirectional or bidirec-
tional – or exponential (Figure 1). These strategies permit
the highest level of control of the oligomer sequence and
provide substantial flexibility in design for identifying
optimal materials properties.11,13,30 In terms of time and
efficiency, the development of automation has signifi-
cantly impacted both approaches.

2.1.1 | Linear growth

Linear monodirectional growth strategies are used for
macro-organic synthesis in solution-phase synthesis or
solid-supported synthesis, and share many of the advan-
tages and disadvantages encountered in oligopeptide syn-
thesis. While utilization of solid phase supports allows
convenient purification and isolation of the multi-step
products, it can limit the quantity of oligomer produced

FIGURE 1 (a and b) Linear growth strategy based on sequential coupling of building blocks at one (a) or both sides (b) of the growing

chain, and activation or deprotection to restore the reactive end-group; (c) exponential growth strategy or divergent/convergent approach based

on the selective activation or deprotection of bifunctional molecules. Adapted with permission.13 Copyright 2017, John Wiley and Sons 2017
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due to the mass of the support. In contrast, solution-
based syntheses are more challenging with respect to
purification but higher concentrations can be achieved,
leading to increased scale for the oligomeric product.31

Clever solutions to overcome the disadvantages of the
solid supports have been developed through the combi-
nation of polymer-supported solution phase chemistry
and fluorous tags.32 This permits the synthesis to be per-
formed under homogeneous conditions, while the desired
product sequence can easily be removed from excess
reagents via simple precipitation/filtration through a
fluorous solid-phase extraction, respectively.33 Future
opportunities exist to resolve these issues through the
combination of solution and solid phase synthesis, as has
been shown in the large scale, multi-ton production of
the 36-amino-acid peptide therapeutic enfuvirtide.34

While iterative syntheses based on solid-phase supports
have been widely used in the realm of oligonucleotide and
oligopeptide synthesis, adaptation of these powerful
methods to generate unnatural polypeptide and hybrid
materials is gaining traction. Central to the success of these
strategies is robust chemistry that can deliver very high, if
not quantitative, yields of products. Lutz and coworkers
exploited automated solid-phase synthesis to generate
sequence encoded oligo(alkoxamine amide)s with DPs up
to 24 units (Figure 2).35 A second strategy employing
highly robust phosphoramidite chemistry was used to cre-
ate libraries of oligomers with significantly higher numbers
of repeat units (Figure 2).36,37 While large excesses of
monomers (10 eq) were required, ultimately, milligram
quantities of a 104-mer could be obtained in high purity. A
related approach based on copper azide-alkyne cycloaddi-
tion (CuAAc) by Lutz and coworkers could be used to sig-
nificantly expand the diversity of precise oligomeric
structures with fine control over monomer sequence being

demonstrated.38–40 In these examples, oligomers were
grown from a Wang-resin via consecutive amide formation
and CuAAc without the utilization of protection group
chemistry leading to the introduction of aliphatic, oligo
ethylene glycols (oEGs), and amino acid units. This solid
support strategy has also been utilized to prepare
oligo(ethylene imines) up to 20 repeating units41 with Du
Prez and coworkers further illustrating the synthesis of
sequence defined discrete oligomers based on thiolactone
chemistry42 and Börner and coworkers reporting the syn-
thesis of PEGylated sequence defined oligomers.43 Niu and
coworkers described oligomer synthesis based on orthogo-
nal CuAAc and sulfur–fluoride exchange reaction
(SuFEx).44 Iterative coupling via solid-support was investi-
gated without utilization of protecting group chemistry. An
interesting utilization of efficient carbonyldiimidazole cou-
pling chemistry was performed by Anderson and
coworkers during the synthesis of oligo(hydroxyproline).45

Significantly, no protection-deprotection chemistry was
needed for the formation of oligomers up to the hexamer
with six differently functionalized prolines being utilized
for sequence control.

To address scale limitations, linear strategies for the
preparation of abiotic oligomers by solution-phase syn-
thesis are rapidly being developed to deliver large mate-
rials libraries with highly optimized coupling chemistry.
In this approach, oEG has been a central area of develop-
ment due to the widespread application of PEG in
numerous technologies. The work of Springer used ben-
zyl protected and tosylated oEG building blocks to ulti-
mately give PEG 29-mers that could be further
functionalized with small peptide sequences.46 Perhaps
the most impressive example is an efficient and scalable
route published by Jiang and coworkers where large
amounts (>100 g) of macrocyclic oEG sulfate building

FIGURE 2 Strategies for obtaining sequence encoded oligomers by iterative solid-phase chemistry, using: (a) successive anhydride–
amine and nitroxide radical coupling steps (adapted from Reference 35 licensed under CC-BY); (b) phosphoramidite chemistry. Reprinted

with permission.36,37 Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society
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blocks were prepared from small linear oEG starting
materials.47,48 Subsequently, this macrocyclic building
block was reacted with a broad selection of nucleophiles
to give functional ring-opened products. Repetitive mac-
rocyclization and ring-opening with a small oEG diol
allowed the fabrication of even longer oligomers, con-
taining up to 36 repeat units.

Recently, multicomponent reactions in solution have
been explored by Meier and coworkers.49 Uniform and
sequence-defined oligomers were generated via the
Passerini three-component and the Ugi four-component
reaction in combination with subsequent thiol-ene addi-
tion. Through this process, molecular complexity can be
enhanced in considerably fewer steps when compared to
traditional iterative processes as a result of the highly con-
vergent approach. After five Ugi steps, total yields of �15%
were achieved, corresponding to �70% yield per step. Li
and coworkers have also utilized the Passerini three com-
ponent reaction to synthesize well-defined oligomers.50

The different reactivities of aromatic and aliphatic nitriles
was leveraged to allow chain extension without the need
of protecting groups or a separate activating reaction. In
an interesting orthogonal adaption, the Passerini reaction
was combined with a photo-activated Diels–Alder cou-
pling by Barner-Kowollik and coworkers.51 In this
approach, a bismaleimide functional central core was syn-
thesized via Passerini reaction and subsequently conju-
gated with benzaldehyde derivatives via photoenolization
to yield ABA type oligomers. Through the utilization of
protected maleimides, higher-order oligomers could be
prepared with a high degree of structural tolerance. A pro-
tection group-free strategy was subsequently developed by
Gao and coworkers, who utilized CuAAc and the Men-
schutkin reaction for sequence defined oligomers with up
to 12 repeating units.52 The authors employed a polar-
inverse strategy with a dramatic polarity difference
between feed and product molecules that enabled a simple
precipitation step for the purification of product from the
individual addition steps.

Traditional linear polymers prepared through radical
processes inherently result in products with a wide range
of chain lengths. However, by clever selection of catalysts
and monomers, Boyer and coworkers have developed a
range of impressive strategies that permit individual mono-
mer unit insertion under photochemically-mediated radical
conditions.53 Key to the efficiency of this process and to the
purity of the resulting oligomeric products is the selection
of chain transfer agents/monomer pairs. When fac-Ir(ppy)3
and zinc tetraphenylporphyrin were utilized as photoredox
catalysts together with trithiocarbonate-based chain trans-
fer agents, monomers with low propagation rate, such as
electron rich styrenics, functionalized maleimides, limo-
nene, or vinyl acetate, could be used to achieve three

sequential insertion steps with isolated yields of �95% per
step. Wavelength-specific insertion could also be achieved
by using a green light source to form sequence controlled
discrete oligomers via selective activation of the RAFT
chain end.54 After irradiation, the RAFT group could be
aminolyzed and exchanged with a new RAFT agent to con-
tinue the single monomer insertion process. While the con-
trol over a normally stochastic process is impressive, the
scope of this strategy is limited to specific monomer sets
with significant future opportunities existing.

Linear growth strategies have also been developed in
conjugated oligomer synthesis by Meyer and coworkers for
the preparation of heterotelechelic oligo(para-phenylene
vinylene) (oPPV).55 This approach uses Grubbs cross-
metathesis chemistry to introduce a benzaldehyde group to
the terminus, which is transformed into a styrene-
functionality for further extension through a Wittig reac-
tion. Critical to this approach are the steric parameters of
the coupling partners. By alternating substituted and
unsubstituted aryl groups, a sequence-defined pentameric
oPPV was prepared where the generated internal olefins
are inert to the cross-metathesis chemistry. Given the flexi-
bility in the chain end chemistry obtainable with this
approach, the oligomers with terminal olefins at each ter-
minus could be further polymerized using acyclic diene
metathesis polymerization. Seferos and coworkers synthe-
sized discrete oligo(3-hexyl thiophene) (o3HT) containing
up to 18 units.56 A stepwise catalyst transfer polymeriza-
tion was employed to form oligomers in a homogenous
one-pot approach using temperature cycling to control the
elementary steps of the reaction. First, the bromothiophene
monomer was deprotonated with lithium diisopropylamide
in the presence of a nickel catalyst at low temperatures to
generate a kinetically stable intermediate. Heating the reac-
tion to ambient temperature induces reductive elimination
and the oxidative addition into the carbon–bromine bond
of the product. This newly formed nickel species can be
cooled again to react with a deprotonated bromothiophene
in the next cycle. Nevertheless, precise stoichiometric con-
trol of each step needs to be maintained to obtain high
purity oligomers.

The iterative synthesis of discrete oligo
dimethylsiloxanes (oDMS) has received significant atten-
tion in the field of macro-organic chemistry57 and has
recently been described by the Meijer group.58,59 The gen-
eral strategies toward both asymmetric (with a single
endgroup for further functionalization) and symmetric
(both endgroups functionalizable) are depicted in
Figure 3. Formation of the oligosiloxanes was reliant on
two key steps: (1) transformation of a siloxane hydride
into the corresponding silanol and (2) subsequent con-
densation of the silanol with the chlorosilane building
block 3. In case of the asymmetric siloxanes, repetition of
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these two steps adds four siloxane repeat units in each
cycle. Thus, siloxanes with up to 27 repeat units were
obtained starting from trisiloxane hydride 4. Analo-
gously, longer, symmetric siloxane oligomers were more
conveniently prepared by employing a bidirectional
growth strategy, starting from octasiloxane dihydride
10.60 The success of both routes greatly depends on the
relative ease with which large quantities of bifunctional
chlorosilane building block 3 could be produced and
purified. The high purity of this material is crucial, as
separation of higher MW siloxanes varying a few repeat-
ing units is practically impossible. It is particularly note-
worthy that oDMS showed a large endgroup dependence
(either hydride or silanol) on the adsorption to silica,
regardless of the oligomer length. This allowed for the
development of semi-automated purification protocols
using standard column chromatography techniques to
give excellent purity of the final products.

Matsumoto and coworkers presented a different
approach toward oligo siloxanes based on B(C6F5)3-
catalyzed chemistry.61 In the first step, dehydrogenative

cross-coupling of alkoxysilanes with hydrosilanes was per-
formed leading to a disiloxane with a Si–H terminal group.
The terminus was next functionalized via hydrosilylation
of a carbonyl compound to give an alkoxysilane capable of
starting the cycle again. The iterative reaction could be
performed in one pot, though the utilized carbonyl com-
pounds had to be chosen carefully for efficient reaction.
Sequence-controlled oligosiloxanes could be prepared via
addition of different dihydrosilanes with the method being
further extended to branched and cyclic siloxanes.

A strategy to tackle the considerable challenge of scal-
ability in linear growth approaches is a transition to flow-
based synthesis. For example, Xu and coworkers utilized
photochemical activation of RAFT groups for single
monomer unit insertions of N-phenyl maleimide and
indene on a gram scale with the use of a flow setup.62 In
a similar way, Barner-Kowollik and coworkers employed
photochemical activated Diels–Alder chemistry to syn-
thesize sequence defined oligomers in flow.63

Recently, Percec and coworkers introduced the con-
cept of self-interrupted living polymerization for the

FIGURE 3 Synthetic routes toward asymmetric and symmetric oligodimethylsiloxanes. Adapted with permission.58 Copyright 2016,

American Chemical Society
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synthesis of well-defined oligomers.64 Therefore, a com-
mon chain growth polymerization method, that is, ring-
opening metathesis polymerization, was utilized. In order
to control the chain growth process with regard to the
chain length, oxanorbornene monomers with bulky den-
drimer substituents are introduced. During the propaga-
tion, the growing oligomer chains self-assemble into
spherical structures that effectively block monomer addi-
tion at a DP of 16. Hence, discrete oligomers were
obtained in a one pot reaction utilizing a chain growth
process and supramolecular assembly without any addi-
tional separation or protecting group chemistry.

2.1.2 | Exponential growth

The iterative exponential growth strategy (IEG, also fre-
quently named divergent/convergent approach) is pres-
ently the most efficient process for the scalable synthesis
of discrete, high molecular weight oligomers (Figure 1).
The key concept in this approach is the use of a bifunc-
tional building block, of which both functionalities
(X and Y) can react with each other, leading to coupling.
To prevent uncontrolled coupling or polycondensation,
the use of orthogonal protecting groups or orthogonal
chemistries is required, allowing deprotection or activa-
tion of the two end groups separately (the divergent step).
Subsequent ligation of these two mono-activated compo-
nents (the convergent step) leads to materials that regain
two, non-reactive end groups with an overall doubling of
the number of repeating units. With this higher-
molecular weight material, the divergent/convergent pro-
cess can be repeated until the desired molecular weight is
reached, and purification at each step is greatly facilitated
by the dramatic increase in molecular weight at each
step. While drawbacks of the exponential growth include
reduced flexibility for inserting chemically different
monomer residues and the need for orthogonal reactions
to protect the end groups, it is a versatile approach for
the synthesis of large periodic oligomers.

The accelerated formation of oligomers via exponen-
tial growth strategies has been widely used, starting with
the development of large scale synthesis of discrete
hydrocarbons for use as model systems for paraffin and
polyolefins.65–68 In a synthetic tour de force, Dixon and
coworkers synthesized tetranonacontane (C94H190) on a
100 g scale69 while Whiting prepared multiple libraries of
linear and branched alkanes.70–73 In these systems, a
combination of Baeyer–Villiger reaction, acetal formation
and Wittig reaction was utilized to grow hydrocarbon
chains with internal alkenes in an exponential manner
that could be converted to discrete hydrocarbons after
hydrogenation. The systematic process developed by

Whiting and coworkers allowed the fabrication of
alkanes, up to nonacontatrictane (C390H782), as well as
customized per-polydeuterated compounds74 in high
purity which were critical for understanding the funda-
mental crystallization behavior of commercially impor-
tant polyolefin systems.

Polyesters embody a second family of commercially
relevant materials that are ideal candidates for IEG strate-
gies. A seminal example is the work of Seebach and
coworkers,75 where a route toward oligomers of (R)-
3-hydroxybutyric acid from the dimer up to the 128-mer
was developed (Figure 4). Their strategy employs two dif-
ferent protecting groups for the hydroxyl and carboxyl ter-
mini of the mono- and oligomers, a tert-butyldiphenylsilyl
ether and a benzyl ester (11), respectively. Selective
removal of these groups could be achieved either by Pd/C
catalyzed hydrogenolysis or treatment with HF�pyridine
complex to give chain end differentiated oligomers with
either a free carboxylic acid (12) or alcohol (13) functional-
ity, respectively. Transformation of the acid into the acid
chloride and coupling with the corresponding hydroxy-
terminated oligomer results in the chain extended product
14, which effectively is the dimer of 11. Repetition of this
deprotection/coupling sequence gave oligomers with 2, 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, or 128 repeat units. As noted by the authors,
the coupling and subsequent purification of the reaction
mixture became increasingly difficult for longer oligomer
lengths despite the dramatic increases in molecular
weight. Later, Hawker and coworkers prepared 64-mers of
ε-caprolactone and lactic acid with purities above 95%
using differentially protected monomers following the
Seebach strategy.76,77

Also noteworthy is the synthesis and full characteri-
zation of oligomers with up to 64 butylene glutarate resi-
dues by the group of Chapman, who employed
9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) and benzyl ether
protecting groups to enable IEG.78 This success prompted
the investigation of other condensation systems. An illus-
trative example is the straightforward solution-phase pro-
tocol toward nylon-6 mimics in the form of uniform
6-aminohexanoic acid 32-mers by Whiting and coworkers
which used ethyl ester and tert-butoxy carbonyl groups
for differential protection.79,80 Very recently, Kim and
coworkers presented the synthesis of sequence defined
poly(phenyl lactic acid-co-lactic acid).81 The oligomers
were synthesized in a hybrid approach consisting of the
synthesis of building blocks with 4 monomer units and
further coupling to oligomers with lengths up to 64 units.
In the last step the stored sequence information was
extracted via matrix assisted laser desorption ionization
time of flight mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry
(MALDI-ToF MS/MS) experiments. In another work, the
same group synthesized discrete poly(lactic acid) with DP
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up to 1024.82 Furthermore, cyclization was applied via
CuAAc to obtain discrete cyclic poly(lactic acid) (DP up
to 512) and poly(phenyl lactic acid)-b-poly(lactic acid)
(DP up to 64 + 64).

The widespread use of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) in
biological and biochemical contexts has similarly driven
interest in the synthesis of discrete PEG oligomers of uni-
form length with the landmark 1939 paper of Fordyce
and Hibbert illustrating the preparation of an oEG
42-mer.83,84 Almost 70 years later, a longer oligomer,
comprising 44 repeat units was synthesized by Tanaka,85

and the preparation of multigram quantities of lower-
molecular weight compounds was achieved by the group
of Hill.86 In 2009, Davis and coworkers successfully syn-
thesized discrete PEG48 in greater than 98% purity using
tert-butyl, benzyl and trityl protecting groups in combina-
tion with tosyl activation and chromatographic
purification.87

A creative route to uniform (block) co-oligomers
(BCOs) based on ethylene glycol repeat units and modifi-
able side-groups was reported by the group of John-
son.88,89 In these studies, CuAAc is employed to prepare
uniform oligomers consisting of two different monomer
residues and up to 32 repeat units. The basic strategy is
depicted in Figure 5 and shows the synthesis of azide and
alkyne functionalized monomers 15-N3 and 15-alkyne
from a common precursor. Also notable are the masked
end groups where an alkyl bromide acts as a precursor
for the azide and a triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) group protects
the alkyne. Both monomers could be selectively coupled
via CuAAC, resulting in the “inert” triazole dimer with
protected end groups. Selective transformation to the
azide with sodium azide and the free alkyne with

tetrabutylammonium fluoride led to different intermedi-
ates, which was followed by coupling of the fragments
with CuAAc to give the tetramer. Iteration of this process
leads to higher-molecular weight compounds with uni-
form lengths, as evidenced by the high-resolution mass
spectra (Figure 5). Of particular note is the presence of
allyl groups on the backbone which allows secondary
functionalization of the oligomers with thiol-ene
chemistry,88 in turn permitting the generation of BCOs
with further sequence diversity. In a similar way, Fer-
nandes and coworkers utilized CuAAc to synthesize dis-
crete oligomers with control over chiral centers along the
chain with inclusion of various functional groups along
the chain, for example, alkyl, phenyl, pyridyl, hydroxyl,
amine, imidazole, and carboxylic acid functions.90 A
combination of thiol–maleimide Michael coupling reac-
tions and orthogonal chain end deprotections based on a
retro-Diels–Alder approach were employed by Zhu to
prepare discrete molecular weight materials up to the
128-mer with the reported purity of the longest oligomer
being �95%.91 With both of these strategies, materials
were developed that have no structural analog to tradi-
tional polymer classes or biopolymers, highlighting the
opportunities in new chemical space that can be explored
by the use of robust and orthogonal chemistries.

Remarkable advances have also been achieved in the
synthesis of discrete-length conjugated polymers.25

Efforts in this area were pioneered by the Tour group,
where sequential halogenations and Sonogashira cross
couplings led to the rapid construction of conjugated olig-
omers up to 16 units in length.92 Although direct synthe-
sis of oligomers with 20 or more repeat units is rarely
performed, notable examples of oligomers with extreme

FIGURE 4 Iterative

exponential growth (IEG)

strategy for oligo((R)-

3-hydroxybutyric acid) up to the

128-mer. Adapted with

permission.75 Copyright 1996,

John Wiley and Sons
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lengths were reported from the group of Osuka.93,94 For
example, linear polyporphyrins with up to 1024 repeat
units (C65536H83970N4096O4096Zn1024) were prepared by
iterative homodimerization and recycling size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) purification steps.93 These ultra-
high molecular weights illustrate an underlying chal-
lenge of accurate characterization with discrete large olig-
omers/polymers, as mass spectrometric confirmation of
the products was only possible up to the 128-mer. Heeney
and coworkers displayed a more systematic strategy for

obtaining regioregular oligothiophenes that was less reli-
ant on state-of-the-art recycling SEC equipment.95,96

Based on selective bromination and stannylation reac-
tions at the 2 and 50-positions of the oligothiophene ter-
mini, desymmetrized building blocks were coupled by
means of a Stille reaction. By following the Fibonacci
sequence when selecting two monofunctional blocks for
ligation, purification was facilitated and lengths up to the
36-mer became available (Figure 6). In addition to these
discrete oligomers, high-molecular weight conjugated

FIGURE 5 (a) Fabrication of uniform oligomers up to 16 repeat units with azide-alkyne click chemistry (adapted with permission.65

Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.) and (b) high-resolution MS data for a number of the discrete-molecular weight materials.

(reprinted by permission.66 Copyright 2015, Springer Nature
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polymers can also be obtained by the ligation of pre-made
oligomeric blocks, as illustrated by the work of Otsubo.97

The progress in the field can be illustrated by the synthe-
sis of substituted 2,20:50,200:500,2000:5000,20000:50000,200000:500000,2000000:
5000000,20000000:50000000,200000000:500000000,2000000000:5000000000,20000000000-undecithi
ophenes.98 Published in 1991 as the longest characterized
oligothiophene, strategies for the preparation of higher olig-
omers followed quickly thereafter.92 Wang et al. synthesized
discrete poly(fluorene) via an iterative Suzuki coupling
approach to yield discrete oligomers up to a DP of 64.99

2.2 | Defined oligomers via purification

As outlined above, stepwise synthetic methods have been
very successful in producing oligomeric materials of pre-
cise length from a wide variety of building blocks.

However, the multi-step nature is inefficient for prepar-
ing large libraries of discrete oligomers and can be chal-
lenging for non-experts. To address these challenges,
separation-based strategies have been developed to iso-
late individual oligomers from disperse materials. In
these systems, libraries of material are formed from a sin-
gle synthetic step to give oligomers that are frequently
inaccessible through iterative synthesis methods
(Figure 7). Current limitations of this method are
reduced separation with higher molecular weight oligo-
mers and decreased statistical yield of any one oligomer
length at higher DP. The genesis of these strategies can
be traced back to the analytical analysis of oligomer mix-
tures using affinity-based chromatography techniques.
For example, Chang and coworkers have shown that low
dispersity polystyrene-b-polyisoprene (PS-b-PI)100,101 and
polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-
PMMA)102 with relatively high average molecular weight
(20–80 kDa) can be fractionated into samples with dra-
matically reduced molecular dispersities (Ð < 1.01) utiliz-
ing preparative high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC). At lower molecular weights (2.4 kDa), separa-
tion into discrete-length oligomers could be achieved
leading to unique block structures. While only available
at an analytical scale, these systems do pose an interest-
ing and open question regarding the relative dispersity of
individual block lengths and if chromatographic separa-
tion can separate overall molecular weights as well as
individual block lengths.101

These initial studies were then followed by a series of
reports illustrating the preparation of uniform oligomers
by fractionation of low molecular weight, disperse mix-
tures. For example, milligram quantities of oligo(pyrrole-
2,5-diyl)s up to the 20-mer with purities >90% have been
obtained by preparative HPLC of a disperse mixture,103

while the chromatographic separation of ethylene oxide
oligomers allows for the isolation of 32- and 48-mer oligo
(ethylene glycol) derivatives.87 In all cases, the primary
drawback of these approaches is the limited scalability.

With the advances in automated chromatography sys-
tems, these challenges could be addressed using the prepar-
ative scale isolation of discrete-length oligomers of
oligoacrylates, oligostyrenics, and oDMS. With the auto-
mated flash chromatography approach,104 these protocols
were extended to conjugated oligomers and
oligovinylacetates with a major advantage being the ability
to start from commercially available materials
(Figure 8).105,106 This allows large scale separations (2 to
>10 grams) to be conducted leading to practical quantities
of individual oligomers with lengths up to approximately
15 repeat units. In addition to the significant decrease in
synthetic complexity, this approach is also applicable to
libraries of oligomers, such as vinyl-based addition

FIGURE 6 Iterative exponential growth toward oligo

thiophenes via a combination of selective bromination and Stille

coupling. Adapted with permission.95,96 Copyright 2013, American

Chemical Society 2013
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polymers, that are traditionally challenging to prepare in a
stepwise manner (vide infra). Hoshino and coworkers uti-
lized affinity chromatography to purify oligomers that were
designed to interact with short peptides.107 The oligomers
were formed from N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and
tert-butyl acrylamide via RAFT polymerization. The target
peptides could be immobilized on beads and loaded into a
chromatography column with the synthetized oligomers
separated according to their interactions with the respec-
tive peptides (refer to Section 3.3.2).108

Hybrid methodologies that combine stepwise strate-
gies with purification of oligomer mixtures have recently

been developed and offer gains when compared to tradi-
tional approaches, especially to higher molecular weight
systems. This is exemplified by the synthesis of well-
defined conjugated materials by Otsubo and coworkers.97

By initially preparing uniform octa(thiophenes) with
acetylene end groups, subsequent oxidative coupling
leads to a mixture of oligo(octathienylene–diethynylene)s
with the oligomerization reaction being modulated by
the molar ratio of monofunctional units which serve as
end capping agents. As the “monomer” is an oligomer
itself, the considerable molecular weight differences
between coupled products facilitates separation by pre-
parative SEC. From this library of 8-mers, multiple dis-
crete high molecular weight oligomers, up to 13.8 kDa
consisting of 96 thiophene repeat units, could be
obtained.

In a related study, an iterative protocol based on
reversible deactivation of radicals has been developed
by Junkers and coworkers (Figure 9).109 Using copper-
catalyzed photoinduced radical addition chemistry, sin-
gle additions of acrylates to α-bromo esters leads to sta-
tistical radical insertion, with chromatographic methods
being utilized to obtain discrete materials after each
insertion step. The generality of this strategy was fur-
ther illustrated by using RAFT procedures for single
monomer insertions to give oligomer libraries110 with
automated column purification resulting in sequence
controlled oligomers.111

These strategies could also be used for the rapid gen-
eration of block copolymer libraries spanning a wide
range of compositions starting from a single parent copol-
ymer.112 This versatile and scalable strategy employs
automated and operationally simple chromatographic
separation that is demonstrated to be applicable to a vari-
ety of block copolymer chemistries on multigram scales
with excellent mass recovery. To illustrate the utility of
this approach, poly(dodecyl acrylate)-block-poly(lactide)
(PDDA-b-PLA) was used as a model and automated frac-
tionation of this PDDA-b-PLA sample (2.5 g) was com-
pleted within 1 h using a commercially available silica

FIGURE 8 MALDI-TOF MS spectra of discrete-length oligo

(tert-butyl acrylate) with 5–9 repeat units isolated on gram scale

after chromatographic separation of a disperse mixture. Reprinted

with permission.104 Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society

FIGURE 7 Schematic overview for the synthesis of discrete oligomers via chromatographic separation
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chromatography column and an evaporative light-
scattering detector. Figure 10 illustrates the successful
fractionation of the starting PDDA-b-PLA copolymer into
20 well-defined BCP samples (10–100 mg each) with an
overall mass recovery of 80%.112

As exemplified by the examples above, discrete oligo-
mer synthesis requires both high yielding transforma-
tions and preferably, efficient methods to purify the
intermediate and final compounds. Depending on the
desired molecular weight and structural complexity, a
variety of strategies are available, each having advantages
depending on the nature of the oligomer. If uniform
materials based on a single type of monomer unit, are
required, exponential growth strategies provide an effi-
cient and scalable approach. For sequence defined oligo-
mers, stepwise and potentially automated strategies allow
for control over monomer sequence leading to unprece-
dented understanding of structure–property relationships
for a wide range of polymer families. In all areas, the
examination of libraries of discrete oligomers leads to a
fundamental comprehension of the ensemble properties
and morphologies of the corresponding polymeric sys-
tems. The opportunities for future study at the interface
of oligomer chemistry and polymer physics will be
highlighted in the next section.

3 | PROPERTIES OF OLIGOMER-
BASED MATERIALS

The prospect of controlling macroscopic properties
through the addition of a single monomer unit or inver-
sion of a stereocenter is a driving force for oligomeric
materials research. These effects can take many forms,
ranging from bulk thermal properties to solution self-
assembly to catalysis. While the oligomer synthesis can
be time-consuming, the resulting precision offers unpar-
alleled opportunities to tailor a material toward a given
application and leads to fundamental understanding that

FIGURE 9 Recycling SEC trace recorded during consecutive

purification cycles of an oligo(acrylate), (letters R, W, and C

standing for recycle, waste and collect; the desired oligomer is

marked with an asterisk). Adapted from Reference 109, licensed

under CC-BY

FIGURE 10 (a) Molecular structure of PDDA-b-PLA,

chromatographic separation of a single BCP parent material (2.5 g,

hMni = 4000 g/mol) produces a series of fractionated samples

obtained with increasing elution time: The isolated mass (b) and

composition of each fraction (c). The dashed red line represents the

average composition of the starting, parent PDDA-b-PLA.

Reprinted with permission.112 Copyright 2020, American Chemical

Society
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could not be gained through other means. For example,
the combination of crystallinity and self-assembly in dis-
crete block co-oligomer systems gives rise to a blurring of
boundaries between the fields of oligomer chemistry and
liquid crystalline (LC) assembly. The work of Moore and
coworkers with regard to foldamers113 clearly illustrates
the promise of systematic varying oligomer DP followed
by molecular-level characterization for defining structure
property relationships. In the following section, addi-
tional examples will highlight this paradigm and define
opportunities for future applications.

3.1 | Oligomers in the bulk

3.1.1 | Thermal properties

One of the most explored areas of macro-organic chem-
istry is the modulation of thermal properties, such as
glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temperature
(Tm), or crystallization temperature (Tc). It has long
been appreciated that the Tg of a disperse material
increases as it transitions from an oligomer to polymer,
and recent synthetic advances permit this effect to be
evaluated for defined oligomer systems with increased
resolution and with regard to sequence. This leads to
the tuning of these thermal parameters in a broad win-
dow of temperatures, which directly impacts the pro-
cessability of oligomeric materials. For example, in the
areas of additive manufacturing or injection molding

which target applications such as biomedical implants
or organic electronics.

An excellent example of modulating thermal proper-
ties through oligomer design is demonstrated by
Leibfarth, Johnson, and Jamison where a library of ali-
phatic oligo esters from dimer to octamer is studied
(Figure 11).114 These oligomers were produced using an
IEG strategy (Section 2.1.2), with the process greatly
streamlined by performing the synthesis in flow, termed
Flow-IEG. Glass transition temperatures were found to
increase from −53.1�C for the dimer to −23.9�C for the
tetramer, and further to −16.5�C for the octamer. The
melting points of the same oligomers spanned a �70�C
range, with a Tm of 31.0�C measured for the dimer and
increasing to 100.4�C for the octamer. The corresponding
polymer had a Tm of 112�C indicating the low DP for
attaining the ultimate oligomer-to-polymer property tran-
sition. The authors also highlighted the importance of
oligomer sequence on these properties, which is readily
achieved by using either aliphatic or diethyleneglycol
derived monomers in the coupling steps. When a 16-mer
containing alternating sequences (ABAB)n was prepared,
it displayed a Tm of 44�C. In contrast, the double alternat-
ing sequence (AABB)n isomer had two melting points, at
29 and 64�C respectively, The same group further demon-
strated that the triazole substitution pattern (1,4 vs. 1,5)
altered the thermal properties, in addition to length and
sequence.115 While the specific origins of these differ-
ences are not fully understood, this further reinforces the
subtleties of macro-organic materials and the potential to
control materials properties through small structural
changes. These studies also represent a major opportu-
nity to generate custom materials that feature specific
thermal transitions or combinations of thermal properties
through the use of block polymers.

3.1.2 | Crystallinity

Crystallinity has been heavily studied in both polymer
science and small molecule research. As long-range order
is a necessity for any crystallization process, discrete olig-
omers present a rational framework to study the struc-
tural requirements for efficient crystallization. Major
effects on crystal structures were reported, implying the
potential of crystalline oligomer materials and the associ-
ated implications for applications and tailoring of mate-
rial properties via oligomer design.

One of the most important semicrystalline polymer
materials is PEG due to its widespread use in the biomed-
ical field. In order to study the crystallization behavior of
oEG, Davis and coworkers synthesized oEG through an
IEG approach and studied the impact of oligomer

FIGURE 11 (a) Molecular structure of aliphatic oligo ester

and (b) dynamic scanning calorimetry traces obtained from an

aliphatic oligo ester showing the increase in Tm with number of

repeating units. Reprinted from Reference 114, licensed under

CC-BY
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length.87 After probing this system via single crystal
XRD, a 310-helix was found, which is similar to the α-310-
helices found in natural polypeptides. The results show
that discrete oligomer structures can have a significant
effect on single crystal formation as similar ordered struc-
tures could not be observed in disperse oEG.

Another material class that relies strongly on crystal-
lization for performance is conjugated polymers, which
are frequently utilized for optoelectronic devices. In the
realm of conjugated oligomers, Smith and coworkers
studied the thermal and crystallization behavior of o3HT
with the number of repeating units ranging from a 4-mer
to the 36-mer.95 Two crystal morphologies were observed
that were dependent on the number of repeating units.
Form I is typically observed for higher molecular weights
(above 21 repeating units). It features a high nucleation
rate, and is kinetically favored. Form II is observed for
lower molecular weight oligomers (below 9 repeating
units) and is characterized by high order in the solid-state
with sidechain interdigitation leading to lower rates of
nucleation. For intermediate DP's, both crystal morphol-
ogies can be present depending on thermal treatment
and the crystal morphologies can be converted reversibly.
Later, Hawker and Kim et al. confirmed the appearance
of two crystal structures depending on the molecular
weight of the o3HT.116 Moreover, they showed that the
thin film crystal orientation of the oligomers changes
from edge-on to face-on as the DP decreased below 12.
For the field of conjugated organic electronics, parame-
ters such as DP and dispersity are of vital importance
with control over the morphology having direct impact
on potential applications.

Interestingly, the previously described chromato-
graphic separation of oligomers by Hawker and
coworkers also allows TBA oligomers to be separated
according to their stereochemistry as well as DP.104 For a
series of pentamers, different physical properties were
observed that ranged from a waxy to a semicrystalline
solid. Further analysis of each of these samples by NMR
demonstrated distinct tacticities associated with each
fraction. The isolation of both waxy and semicrystalline
fractions was also possible for higher molecular weight
hexamer and heptamers, leading to even greater diversity
of materials. Additional examples of stereochemistry
impacting properties and crystallization behavior can be
found for isotactic lactic acid oligomers, synthesized from
enantiopure starting materials using the IEG strategy
developed by Seebach.75 Hawker and coworkers first
showed the effect of repeating units on the crystalline
packing of oligo-L-lactic acid derivatives (oLLA).77

Lamellar structures with a thickness matching the oligo-
mer length were observed, with the only exception being
the 64-mer having a lamellar thickness that is half of the

extended molecular length. This indicates chain folding
for the 64-mer, which was also found by Meijer and
coworkers who extended the studies on oLLA crystalliza-
tion.117 Discrete length oLA stereocomplexes were
formed upon mixing oLLA with the enantiomeric oligo-
D-lactic acid (oDLA) of equal length. Herein, folding of
the 64-mer was unfavorable due to a tighter packing of
the stereocomplex into a 31-helix instead of a 103-helix
for the homochiral oligomers. These studies clearly show
the close relationship between molecular structure – both
length and tacticity – with crystallinity and the resulting
mesoscale organization.

The effect of oligomer length on crystallinity was also
shown for oligo(ε-caprolactone) (oCL) by Hawker and
coworkers (Figure 12).76 A series of oCL oligomers
(octamer to 64-mer) displayed a lamellar morphology by
SAXS, with the domain spacing correlating to the theo-
retical length of a stretched oligomer unit for the octamer
and 16-mer samples. In contrast, for the 32-mer, lamellae
thicknesses were observed significantly below the calcu-
lated length of the oCL molecules (�50%) indicating fold-
ing of the oligomer chain. The 64-mer displayed a
thickness �30% of the calculated length, corresponding
to multiple folds of the oligomer chain. AFM was also
employed to probe the crystalline domains of 32-mer and
64-mer caprolactone oligomers and well-defined crystal-
line domains with sizes of 30 and >100 μm were
obtained, respectively. This is in contrast to a commer-
cial, disperse polycaprolactone (PCL) sample that led to a
multitude of crystallites with sizes in the range of 10 μm.
This example clearly shows the potential of defined oligo-
mers to control structure on nanometer length scales.
Although it may seem intuitive that different numbers of
repeating units lead to different domain spacing, a high
degree of crystallinity depends strongly on the uniformity
of the oligomers with regard to their length.

In a similar way, the impact of oligomer length on
thermal and crystalline properties of oligomers was stud-
ied for thiol-maleimide oligomers with hexyl spacers,91

oligo(methyl methacrylate),118 oligo(δ-valerolactone)119

or oligo(di(ethylene glycol) ethyl ether acrylate)118 mate-
rials. Not only were Tg and Tm significantly affected by
the number of repeating units, but the thermal degrada-
tion temperature measured via TGA also depends on the
oligomer structure as shown for oCL76 and oLLA.77 Over-
all, oligomer design and synthesis precision has a pro-
found influence on thermal properties and crystallization
that is a key feature for potential applications and associ-
ated processing windows. An area that still needs more
examination is the impact of chain ends, which for low
molecular weight oligomers may have an appreciable
influence on polymer properties with Click strategies
offering easy access to precision oligomer libraries.120
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3.2 | Self-assembly of block co-oligomers

3.2.1 | Phase segregation

Self-assembly of block polymers in the bulk and thin
films via microphase segregation is a major driver for var-
ious applications. For example, in block copolymer
lithography, smaller and smaller feature sizes are
required for increased performance. In extending these
studies to block co-oligomers (BCOs), microphase segre-
gation strongly depends on DP and volume fraction with
small feature sizes, that is, sub-5 nm, correlating to the
low DP of oligomers. Commonly, BCOs with high inter-
action parameters (χ) are utilized to facilitate self-
assembly at these low number of repeating units (N) and
for monodisperse oligomers, the product (χN) is proposed
to be greater than 10.5 for phase segregation to
occur.121,122 For thin film assembly, the choice of blocks
is therefore limited to the strong segregation regime and
to a select range of oligomer pairs.

Oligomers of oDMS have found wide promise in self-
assembly processes due to high-χ values when combined
with a range of different monomers. Disperse oDMS

oligomers with monocarboxydecyl chain ends were stud-
ied by Alegría and coworkers with interesting self-
assembled structures observed by SAXS and WAXS char-
acterization.123 This system showed the formation of two
well-ordered phases with sub-10 nm domain spacing that
were dependent on temperature. At temperatures below
230 K the supramolecular self-assembly of carboxylic acid
dimers via H-bonding prevailed, while self-assembly of
the alkane units into hexagonally packed cylinders
occurred below 205 K. The utilization of discrete oDMS
structures by Meijer and coworkers has highlighted the
importance of dispersity with investigations on the for-
mation of ordered structures via incorporation of an oLA
block.58 The discrete design allows for precise control
over the block lengths resulting in the formation of
lamellar, cylindrical and gyroid morphologies with simi-
lar self-assembled structures occurring in thin films of
oDMS-b-oLA (Figure 13). AFM studies revealed minor
height fluctuations from different numbers of polymer
layers and a constant height difference of approximately
8.5 nm in the case of oDMS27-b-oLA15, which is in-line
with the obtained bulk material SAXS results. In the case
of oDMS59-b-oLA33 a larger phase difference was

FIGURE 12 Structure of lamellar oligo(ε-caprolactone) (oCL) crystals with varied DP. Reprinted with permission.76 Copyright 2008,

American Chemical Society
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observed due to stronger segregation. However, decreased
long-range ordering was obtained at higher molecular
weights due to lower chain mobility.

A more in-depth study of the oDMS-b-oLA system
showed that switching from a discrete oligomer to a dis-
perse BCO has two primary effects. The stability of the
microphase-segregated state increased, while the overall
degree of ordering decreased. The effect of increased segre-
gation stability can be explained by enhanced interactions
between the disperse oligomer blocks that possess
increased oligomer lengths, while the effect of decreased
ordering is due to a hampered packing of disperse blocks.
In a related study, Hawker and coworkers studied the
phase segregation of oDMS-b-oMMA.124 Discrete, semi-
discrete and disperse blocks were synthesized via CuAAc
of oligomer precursors with varying purity. Consistent with
results by Meijer, discrete oligomers showed a significant
decrease in domain spacing and sharper scattering peaks
by SAXS compared to the corresponding disperse struc-
tures. Moreover, the order–disorder temperature decreases
with increasing dispersity, which points to a destabilization
of the ordered phase. These studies highlight the power of
BCOs in self-assembly with unprecedented ordering of
morphologies and extremely small feature sizes being
observed. This was further showcased by Dong and
coworkers who obtained different complex spherical
phases based on the change in a single repeat units for a
series of precise oligomers.125 Discrete length oDMS-b-oLA
BCOs could also be synthesized with diverse architectures
and compositions yielding various branched BCOs and sta-
ble, low-symmetry spherical phases.

As described above, stereochemistry can play a cen-
tral role in the assembly of oligomeric materials. Johnson
and coworkers studied the effect of stereochemistry on
BCO self-assembly of discrete oligomers with pendant

allyl functionalities (Figure 14).126 The stereochemical
information was introduced through commercially avail-
able (D)- or (L)-epichlorohydrin building blocks and the
allyl functions functionalized with tetra EG or decane

FIGURE 13 (a) Tapping mode AFM phase image of oDMS27-b-oLA15, (b) extracted height profile of oDMS27-b-oLA15, and (c) tapping

mode AFM phase image of oDMS59-b-oLA33. Reprinted with permission.58 Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society

FIGURE 14 (a) Molecular structure of stereocontrolled

CuAAc-derived oligomers and (b) SAXS data of stereocontrolled

CuAAc-derived oligomers. Reprinted with permission.126 Copyright

2018, American Chemical Society
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groups to obtain an amphiphilic BCO. Five combinations
of blocks with different configurations and philicities
were then assembled and segregation of each BCO was
interrogated in the bulk via SAXS after thermal
annealing. Interestingly, double gyroid, lamellar and hex-
agonal phases were observed depending on the stereo-
chemistry of the blocks. The switch of one homochiral
block from L to D resulted in a change from gyroid to
lamellar morphology. Such a change in morphology was
attributed to slight variations in the packing of the BCOs
in space due to the orientation of the individual blocks.
Changing the homochiral block in a different system to
one with alternating L/D stereocenters led to further
insights with the homochiral BCOs leading to well-
defined self-assembled structures, while no ordering was
observed for the alternating structure.

As solid-phase synthesis of oligomers has been greatly
streamlined for biochemical and biomedical applications,
chemists have also utilized these techniques for the funda-
mental studies of materials properties in the bulk for abiotic
materials. Peptoids are analogs of traditional peptides that
feature a shift of the sidechain from the α-position to the
backbone nitrogen and have proved to be an important plat-
form for studying self-assembly. For example, N-substituted
glycine oligomers lack hydrogen bonding found in most tra-
ditional polypeptides and chirality of the backbone. This
results in materials that are soluble in common organic sol-
vents and behave as flexible chains. Using the submonomer
approach, Balsara and Zuckermann synthesized a series of
BCO peptoids in which one block contains a hydrophobic
2-ethylhexyl (Neh) sidechain and the other a hydrophilic tri-
ethylene glycol (Nte) sidechain (Figure 15).127 The volume
fraction of the Nte block was systematically varied from 0.11
to 0.65, while maintaining the overall chain length constant
at exactly 36 units. When the volume fraction of Nte was
0.49 or less, these BCOs displayed lamellar phase separation
with domain sizes between 7.1 and 6.2 nm. In further stud-
ies, these phase-separated materials were explored for appli-
cation in lithium-ion batteries128 and later extended to
phosphonate containing BCOs for proton transfer mem-
branes.129 The results differ from classical block copolymer
theory and therefore raise questions on the role of molecular
architecture and molecular dispersity on the phase behavior
of the diblock co-oligomers remain unknown.

Peptoids have also been used to examine fundamental
questions in polymer science, such as the impact of chain
stiffness on self-assembly. Using a diblock platform com-
posed of disperse poly(n-butyl acrylate) (pBA) and discrete
peptoid oligomers, Segalman and Zuckermann were able
to tune the rigidity of the peptoid block through control of
the secondary structure.130 Utilization of a homochiral or
racemic α-methyl benzyl side chain in the peptoid block
generated sequences with either a stiff helical structure or

an unstructured chain, respectively, with both types of
diblocks self-assembling into hexagonal cylinders. Despite
the helical block filling less space than the unstructured
analog, larger domain spacings were observed for the chiral
diblocks. Interestingly, for lamellae forming pBA-b-
polypeptoid polymers, a domain spacing independent of
the presence of secondary interactions was observed.131

Herein, the impact of chain helicity on the thermodynam-
ics of block copolymer self-assembly was studied yielding
insight into the enthalpic and entropic contributions that
arise from polymer chains with nonideal shapes in block
copolymer self-assembly.

The limits of self-assembly governed by phase segre-
gation were further pushed by Sita and coworkers using
oligo(saccharide-olefin) conjugates.132 Although, disperse
olefins were utilized, remarkable nanostructures were
obtained with the second “block” being a small molecule
derivative. In an initial study, monosaccharides were
coupled to oligo(propylene) or oligo(iso-butylene) deriva-
tives via CuAAc. Both acetyl-protected and deprotected
saccharides were studied as thin films via AFM showing
segregated structures with feature sizes below 10 nm. In
a similar way, a disaccharide-oligo(propylene) conju-
gate133 revealed feature sizes of around 7 nm by GISAXS.
Considering the length scale and design of these conju-
gates, which lies between small molecule surfactants and

FIGURE 15 (a) Structure of the EG and ethyl hexyl-based

peptoid BCO and (b) phase diagram for a peptoid BCO that

demonstrates lamellar phase separation. Reprinted with

permission.127 Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society
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amphiphilic block copolymers, correct nomenclature for
this new class of macromolecules is open for debate. The
future potential of these systems builds on the tailoring
of the nanostructure via thermal annealing with changes
in the morphology at physiological relevant temperatures
driving applications in the biomedical field.

3.2.2 | Self-assembly driven by (liquid)
crystallinity

The self-assembly of LC structures has been extensively
studied due to their widespread applications in daily life
such as liquid crystal displays and sensors. Phase segre-
gated liquid crystalline structures have great potential for
sub-5 nm patterning as additional interactions drive the
assembly next to phase segregation. Domain sizes can be
reduced due to the low molecular weight of the LC mole-
cules and phase boundaries between the blocks are often
sharpened due to a higher effective χ-parameter.134 Struc-
tures that assemble through phase segregation in combi-
nation with (liquid) crystalline interactions have been
broadly explored, including peptide rod-coil BCOs,
amorphous-crystalline (discrete) BCOs, phase-segregated
liquid crystals and block molecules. The latter term,
block molecules, first introduced by Tschierske,135

includes all macromolecules forming mesomorphic
phases by phase segregation in combination with direc-
tional, crystalline interactions. Furthermore, crystallinity
in all these types of oligomers can be a competing factor
in the self-assembly process.136 It should be noted that
minimal connections between these fields is found in the
literature.

Synthetic polypeptide-based block co-oligomers typi-
cally exhibit the phase behavior of rod-coil block copoly-
mers due to the tendency of the rigid rods to form
anisotropic domains. The domains originate from the for-
mation of either β-sheets or the more common α-helices,
as was shown by Lecommandoux and Klok through the
study of low-molecular weight diblock co-oligomers con-
sisting of styrene and benzyl glutamate.137 Variations in
block length ratio resulted in changes in the peptide
structure yielding different supramolecular morphologies
for the peptide-based BCOs. The α-helical rods tend to
arrange as hexagonally packed cylinders, which are
assembled into a superstructure due to the phase segrega-
tion induced by the coil in combination with aggregation
of the rods. Schlaad and coworkers showed the formation
of lamellar superstructures using PS-b-poly(Z-L-lysine)
(PS-b-PZLLys) polymers as a result of crystallization by
the hexagonally packed PZLLys rods.138 The thicknesses
of the PS and PZLLys phases calculated from the SAXS
data vary widely which is a direct result of “breakout”

crystallization driven assembly, ignoring the volume frac-
tions of the blocks in the morphology. The authors high-
light the importance of dispersity by the formation of a
disordered zigzag lamellar structure of a polydisperse
BCO. In contrast, the monodisperse analogue with a dis-
crete PZLLys block formed a phase with almost perfect
smectic order.

In a similar way, dispersity effects on the morphology
of amorphous-crystalline BCOs were observed by Meijer
and coworkers using oDMS-b-oLLA.139 The dispersity
was varied systematically with the subsequent BCO
library allowing the effect of chain length variations in
each block to be studied while keeping the composition
and DP constant. The bulk oligomers show the formation
of a lamellar morphology using SAXS in both discrete
and disperse oDMS-b-oLLA (Figure 16). Interestingly, the
discrete BCO possessed scattering peaks that are very
defined while the introduction of a disperse oDMS block
resulted in a domain spacing which is 6% larger. Dis-
persity in the crystalline part (oLLA) has a dramatic
effect on the long-range organization. The effect was

FIGURE 16 (a) Molecular structure of oDMS-b-oLLA,

(b) SAXS data for discrete and partially disperse oDMS-b-oLLA (the

broad peak at q = 4 nm−1 results from background scattering).

Reprinted from Reference 140, licensed under CC-BY-NC-ND
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attributed to imperfect packing of the oLLA chains due
to large chain length variations as a result of crystalliza-
tion which hampers the formation of a sharp interface
between the two phases. It is proposed that crystallization
governs the chain alignment of oLLA in the discrete sys-
tem as well as the disperse case. Near-perfect alignment
is possible for discrete oLLA chains and therefore the
lamellar domain spacing is constant over macroscopic
distances. Later, the same group explored the effect of
stereocomplexation in oDMS-b-oLA and found less
defined lamellar structures as a result of an imbalance
between crystallization rate and diffusion kinetics.117 By
reducing the size of the blocks using oligomethylene
(oM) chains, very small feature sizes of 5.8 nm were
observed for oDMS7-b-oM33 with a crystalline ortho-
rhombic substructure found in the oM block consistent
with linear alkane crystals. Moreover, a more detailed
study on triblock co-oligomers allowed for a correlation
between the domain sizes and the molecular organization
of the blocks.141 Hence, information on the balance
between block volumes, block length, crystallization
strength, dispersity and the density of interblock links at
the domain boundary was obtained. In particular, the
block volumes – classically dictating the morphology of
the microphase segregated state – are ignored due to crys-
tallization, yielding lamellar structures, irrespective of
the volume fractions of the blocks. Similar results were
obtained by Zuckermann and Balsara using discrete pep-
toid block copolymers with amorphous Nte and crystal-
line polydecylglycine (Nde) sidechains.142 As a result of
Nde crystallization, lamellar phases are formed and
hence the formation of a microphase results from crystal-
lization instead of the interaction parameter between the
two blocks. These results show the value that discrete
oligomeric materials can provide for understanding the
crystallinity of two-component phase segregated systems.

Interestingly, the discrete nature of the amorphous-
crystalline BCOs described above allows the point at
which no distinction between LC and block copolymer
behavior can be made. Typically, these two fields are only
discriminated by the molecular weight and dispersity of
the respective molecules. The rod-like character of the
rigid, crystalline block bridges the gap between LCs and
block copolymers further. Using LC molecules with a
short (DP ≤4), phase segregating coil, permits non-
conventional mesophases to be accessed which have been
the subject of many reviews.135,143,144 However in the pre-
sent review, we focus on the assembly of block molecules
with phase segregating, discrete length oligomer coils
conjugated to rigid, rod-like or supramolecular blocks.

Periodic structures with nanoscale dimensions can be
obtained based on an extended biphenyl core decorated
with oligo(propylene oxide) on the periphery shown by Lee

and coworkers.145 The repulsion between the blocks and
anisometric shape of the rod segment imparts orientational
organization and gives rise to 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D nanostruc-
tured assemblies by varying the oligo(propylene oxide)
chain length. Another example includes perfluorinated
coils in block molecules which are widely used as the
phase-segregating segment in LC materials and the
mesophases have been extensively studied due to the prom-
ising technological applications. Neubert and coworkers
showed a striking increase in chemical and thermal stabil-
ity of the mesophases when a perfluorinated chain is
attached to the periphery of a rod.146 Furthermore, only
smectic phases were obtained due to the strong segregation.
This feature was also utilized by Marks and coworkers to
form highly ordered layers of thiophene oligomers segre-
gated by perfluorohexyl chains with high thermal stabil-
ity.147 As a result, reproducible film growth and defect free
charge-transport properties were obtained leading to effi-
cient n-type semiconductors. Highly organized films with a
low defect density were also be obtained by Schenning and
coworkers using a strongly phase segregating oDMS block
attached to an azobenzene LC rod (Figure 17).148 Regard-
less of the number of siloxane repeating units, columnar
structures were observed due to the architecture of the
molecular building block. The cylindrical domains could be
easily aligned via graphoepitaxy with the resulting sub-
5 nm patterns of significant utility for the fabrication of
nanopatterned devices.

Building on these LC-systems, materials with well-
ordered, switchable morphologies can be obtained where
both azobenzene crystallization and oDMS phase segrega-
tion drive the morphology, as described by Meijer and
coworkers.149 End functionalization of a discrete oDMS
with azobenzene gives monolayers of crystalline

FIGURE 17 (a) Molecular structure of LC-oDMS, (b) tapping

mode AFM phase image of LC-22Si, scale bars: 50 nm, (c) grazing

incidence XRD data of LC-22Si. Reprinted from Reference 148,

licensed under CC-BY-NC
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azobenzenes that are exfoliated by the liquid-like siloxane
oligomer. Moreover, irradiation with light leads to revers-
ible changes in the physical state of the material from solid
to liquid via trans to cis photoisomerization of azobenzene
(365 nm) and cis to trans isomerization (455 nm). The
change in physical state can be attributed to a shift from an
ordered lamellar to a disordered state as shown via SAXS.
Remarkably, the nature of the end group on the
azobenzene segment has a significant impact on material
morphology as was observed by exchanging a methoxy
with a hydroxy end group, which results in a change from
lamellar to a cylindrical morphology, associated with a loss
of the crystalline interactions. This illustrates that these
oligomers are also sensitive to small changes in structure,
giving rise to substantial transformations in the nanoscale
morphology. Similar effects were observed for discrete
oDMS with ureidopyrimidone or benzyl protected
ureidopyrimidone end groups, switching between block
copolymer-like and liquid crystalline self-assembly, respec-
tively.60 The ureidopyrimidone solely segregates from the
oDMS forming block copolymer assemblies (lamellar, hex-
agonal, base cubic centered, or disordered) which could be
tailored via the number of DMS repeating units. The intro-
duction of a benzyl protecting group provides a driving
force for the ureidopyrimidone end groups to crystallize
and only lamellar structures were obtained irrespective of
the oDMS volume fraction. Not only ureidopyrimidone
and azobenzenes have been utilized for oligomer materials
with interesting properties and highly ordered morphol-
ogies, also dinitrohydrazones and naphthalenediimides
were attached to the periphery of oDMS.150,151 Effects of
polymorphism and molecular architecture on the morphol-
ogy were observed. The ability to tailor these A-oDMS-A
type block molecules has given great insight in the assem-
bly driving forces and properties of rod-like mesogens and
supramolecular moieties in a liquid-like matrix. In general,
low molecular weight BCOs and decorating LC rods with
discrete oligomers has blurred the boundaries between
both assembly fields and thus many similarities in assem-
bling properties have been observed. Of particular note,
crystallization in competition with phase segregation in
block molecules can have a profound influence on the
morphology of the materials. Although a range of
amorphous–crystalline block combinations have been
examined, it remains a challenge to predict the assembly
structure from the molecular design with significant future
opportunities.

3.3 | Discrete oligomers in solution

Discrete oligomers have been frequently studied in solu-
tion and analogous to bulk self-assembly, striking effects

of DP, chain ends, and dispersity on the resulting
nanostructures have been observed. These features rein-
force the power of these fundamental studies in combin-
ing solution self-assembly and molecular recognition for
future progress in molecular design and applications in,
for example, catalysis.

3.3.1 | Self-assembly and molecular
recognition

Self-assembly, including molecular recognition, plays a
significant role in natural processes where non-covalent
interactions guide the folding of proteins and induce the
dimerization of DNA into helices. Chemists frequently
try to mimic this behavior in synthetic analogs, though
this field is still in its infancy when compared to highly
evolved biological systems. Discrete oligomers provide an
opportunity to study these intramolecular and inter-
molecular interactions in a systematic manner. This
introduces advanced fundamental understanding of
length and sequence requirements for the generation of
folded and higher-order assembled structures of abiotic
materials in solution. In many cases, these processes/
interactions cannot be observed with disperse polymers.

The stereocomplex formation of syndiotactic and iso-
tactic poly(methyl methacrylate) leading to a triple helix
self-assembled state, was originally observed in 1965.152

Multiple studies have been dedicated to characterize the
overall stoichiometry and composition of the complex. In
this process the isotactic PMMA forms a double helix that
resides inside a third helix formed from syndiotactic
PMMA. In order to determine the specific length require-
ments needed to elicit this complexation behavior,
Hawker and coworkers used a chromatographic
approach to generate a series of discrete isotactic oMMA
(it-oMMA) and syndiotactic oMMA (st-oMMA) oligomers
from the parent disperse tactic polymers (Figure 18).153

This generated two libraries of oligomers that could be
combined in different ratios to identify the onset of
stereocomplex generation, which was found to be a
15-mer for the isotactic component and a 20-mer for the
syndiotactic oligomer, it-oMMA15, and st-oMMA20,
respectively. The formed structure corresponds to the it
double helix having one and a half helical turns and the
st helix requiring one full helical turn to productively
associate. Additionally, the properties of the
oligocomplexes could be tailored via the stoichiometry of
the oligomers and their length to change the Tm of the
assembly. More interestingly, the assemblies demon-
strated selective self-sorting to generate the most thermo-
dynamically stable complexes from the fewest number of
components when multiple lengths of oligomers were
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present at the same time, similar to DNA. Thus, a mix-
ture of 1 eq. it-oMMA80, 2 eq. st-oMMA40, and 2 eq. st-
oMMA25 in acetonitrile predominately gives a complex of
it-oMMA80 and st-oMMA40 that precipitates from solu-
tion, while oMMA25 stays in the supernatant. In such a
way, molecular design can be utilized to facilitate defined
intermolecular interaction in solution.

Another study that targeted for molecular recogni-
tion was published by Huc and coworkers, who
reported the translation of rod-like templates to assem-
blies of helical oligomers.154 Libraries of alkylcarbamate
oligomers were prepared as templates with controlled
number (from 1 to 4) and distance between carbamate
functions (from 3 to 10 methylene units) and control
over stereocenters. The templates were complexed with
discrete oligo amides forming double helices in solu-
tion. After complexation with the template rods, single
or double helical host-guest helix-rod complexes were
observed and analyzed via NMR, CD spectroscopy, X-
ray crystallography and ion mobility mass spectrometry.
Most notably, molecular sorting was observed that was
induced via chiral rod-helix and chiral helix–helix inter-
actions. Finally, the helices could be aligned in an orga-
nized sequence on the template rod. Such structure
formation relies on the precision with which the uti-
lized oligomers could be prepared, as the underlying
interactions greatly depend on the specific number of

repeating units and the distance between the interacting
functional groups.

Prior to these studies, Moore and coworkers
pioneered the concept of well-defined folding of oligo-
mers in solution.155 In these discrete systems,
phenylacetylene oligomers were observed to form fol-
damers with a helical conformation and a large cavity
in solution. By controlling the dimensions of this cavity,
the foldamer could be utilized to specifically associate
with chiral molecules.156 Therefore, a m-
phenylethylene oligomer was utilized to form com-
plexes with chiral monoterpenes. The binding between
foldamer and monoterpene depended significantly on
substituents on the oligomer backbone and the overall
number of repeat units.

Oligomer materials can also lead to novel aggregation
behavior in solution, covering the formation of micelles,
vesicles, or more complex structures with high precision.
Such structures are especially useful for applications such
as cargo delivery, nanoreactors or catalysis. Although dis-
perse BCOs feature a variety of useful properties and
unprecedented aggregation behavior,157–160 significantly
enhanced properties can be obtained from partially or
fully discrete BCOs. For example, a combination of dis-
crete and disperse blocks was utilized by Hawker and
coworkers in the study of directed self-assembly via metal
ion coordination in amphiphilic BCOs.161 A discrete

FIGURE 18 Binding selectivity of oMMA toward high molecular weight complementary species: (a) 50:50 wt% mixture of st-oMMA25

and st-oMMA40, (b) it-oMMA80, (c) the supernatant, and (d) the precipitate collected after mixing the initial oMMA solutions (it−/st molar

ratio = 1:4). Reprinted with permission.153 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society 2018
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oligo(histidine) block was coupled to a synthetic oligo-
styrene to give BCOs that formed vesicles in aqueous
buffer. The addition of divalent ions led to the formation
of assembled structures that was dependent on the metal
used. Aggregated micelles were observed with addition of
Zn2+, Co2+, or Cu2+, while multilamellar vesicles were
obtained with Mn2+ and isolated micelles with Ni2+ and
Cd2+. The change in the morphologies was attributed the
geometry of the complex in addition to the nature of the
transition metal. Tetrahedral and square planar com-
plexes led to aggregated micelles, while octahedral com-
plexes afforded isolated micelles. Similarly, a BCO based

on a discrete oligosaccharide and PNIPAM was described
by Borsali and coworkers162 with the discrete oligosac-
charide building block being prepared via ring-opening
of ß-cyclodextrin to give maltoheptaose. The oligosaccha-
ride was then monofunctionalized with an alkyne
followed by conjugation with disperse PNIPAM to give
vesicular structures with diameters around 300 nm when
heated above the lower critical solution temperature of
the PNIPAM block.

The self-assembly behavior of discrete amphiphilic
peptoid BCOs in aqueous solution has also been studied
by John, Schneider and Zhang leading to spherical
micelles in the size range of 5–10 nm (Figure 19).163 Ionic
repeat units were incorporated at specific points along
the oligomer backbone allowing the effect of sequence
variations on self-assembly to be studied. As shown using
SANS, the size of micelles and the aggregation number
increased with distance of the ionic repeat unit from the
hydrophobic block. In addition, the micelle size was
shown to systematically change due to the driving force
of the system to minimize electrostatic repulsion. An
enhanced effect was observed when the number of ionic
repeat units was increased and placed in different posi-
tions along the backbone.

Meijer and coworkers investigated the effect of dis-
persity on crystallization driven self-assembly in aque-
ous solution (Figure 20).164 An amphiphilic ABA BCO
was synthesized with oEG outer blocks and an oLLA
inner block. Moreover, the synthetic strategy allows the
effect of succinic acid and methyl ether end functionali-
ties to be probed. In the case of methyl ether end func-
tionalization, cylindrical micelles were observed
forming thin fibers for a discrete sample and bundles of
fibers for a disperse sample. After heating and cooling
to ambient temperature the discrete sample formed a
gel, while no gelation was observed for the disperse
sample. In contrast, for succinic acid functionalized
derivatives, uniform sheets were observed for the dis-
crete species, while a mixture of structures was
observed for the disperse sample. The significant differ-
ence of discrete and disperse BCOs was attributed to
the enhanced crystallinity of the discrete oLLA block.
This study further demonstrates the role of end groups
in influencing the morphologies obtained. Recently, a
more detailed understanding of the oEG-b-oLLA system
toward the formation of spherical micelles, cylindrical
micelles and vesicles was achieved.165 Significantly, the
formed structures could be tailored via the individual
block length and were predictable via self-consistent
field computations. Furthermore, the effect of LA block
crystallinity on solution self-assembly of amphiphilic
oEG-b-oLA was investigated.166

FIGURE 19 Self-assembly of amphiphilic BCOs: (a) SANS

scattering intensity, normalized by the polymer volume fraction

and analysis of the micellar solutions of sequence-defined peptoid

block copolymers bearing a single ionic monomer (b) the data

vertically scaled, (c) chemical structures of representative sequences

of ionic peptoid block copolymers, (d) a cartoon representation of

the micellar structure with respect to the ionic monomer position

along the peptoid polymer chain. Reprinted with permission.163

Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society 2018
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3.3.2 | Catalysis and interactions with
the environment

While the fundamental properties of oligomer-based self-
assemblies in solution provide insight into structure–
property relationships, studies regarding applications in
catalysis and interaction with the environment have been
performed as well. The combination of precise oligomers
and catalytically active molecular species is an effective
way to improve catalyst activity and selectivity. As cata-
lytic processes are governed to a large extent by the orien-
tation of catalyst and substrate, control over the
nanoenvironment provided by discrete oligomers is very
useful for enhancing catalyst performance. Discrete, cata-
lytically active oligomers based on peptoids were pres-
ented by Kirshenbaum and coworkers.167 Inclusion of
2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxyl (TEMPO) into a
phenylethylamine-based helical peptoid backbone at spe-
cific points of the chain and the stereochemical configu-
ration of the phenylethylamine monomer was varied to
modulate and study the effect of stereochemistry on cata-
lytic activity in the oxidative kinetic resolution of racemic
secondary alcohols. The catalyst activity was optimized
according to placement of the TEMPO unit along the
backbone for steric access with dramatic sequence depen-
dence being observed. Enantiomeric excesses of the syn-
thesized peptoids ranging from 5% to 99% were found to
be dependent on the steric environment for optimized
systems.

Similarly, Fernandes and coworkers utilized sequence
defined oligomers for catalytic purposes (Figure 21).168 In
this study, a tailored catalytically active trimer was syn-
thesized and grafted on mesoporous silica particles with
the pyridyl triazole Cu/TEMPO/N-methyl imidazole

catalyzed aerobic oxidation of alcohols performed as a
model reaction. Iterative CuAAc was employed to form a
library of trimers with defined sequences and a trimer
with random sequence was synthesized as a reference. A
five-fold increase of reactivity was observed for the ideal
sequence oligomer, illustrating that accessibility of the
individual catalytic centers is more selective regarding
the substrate molecule and can be optimized according to
the reaction pathway, potentially due to optimized pack-
ing of the oligomers on the silica surface.

This selective interaction with surfaces was more
clearly demonstrated by Gibson and coworkers who
described the effect of oligo(vinyl alcohol) (oVA) on the
inhibition of ice crystallization. Acting as an anti-freeze
protein mimic,106 the oVA derivatives were prepared via
RAFT polymerization and the oligomeric mixture sepa-
rated via column chromatography in order to evaluate
the effect of size and dispersity on ice recrystallization. At
first it was observed that the disperse higher molecular
weight oligomer had an improved recrystallization inhi-
bition compared to discrete molecular weight oligomers.
However, the study revealed the critical number of
repeating units for biomimetic ice recrystallization inhi-
bition in which a “switch on” at 12 repeating units of VA
was observed. These insights are key for the design of
improved ice recrystallization inhibition additives that
are required for tissue and cell storage applications.

Whittaker and coworkers synthesized discrete
trifluoroethyl end functionalized oligo(acrylic acid)
(oAA) via chromatographic purification for potential use
as 19F MR imaging agents in biomedical diagnostics.169 A
strong relationship between the number of repeating
units and dispersity on magnetic resonance properties
was observed via 19F NMR relaxation studies and 19F

FIGURE 20 Self-assembly of amphiphilic oEG-b-oLLA: (a) cryo TEM images of disperse oEG-b-oLLA and (b) cryo TEM images of

discrete oEG-b-oLLA.Reprinted from Reference 164. Licensed under CC-BY-NC-ND
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). With an increasing
number of repeating units or chain length, the 19F MRI
signal-to-noise ratio was observed to increase and the T1

relaxation time decrease. This ability to tune in molecular
dynamics of the 19F probes via oligomer length translated
into improved imaging capability. Moreover, an
enhanced signal-to-noise ratio was observed in the case
of discrete oligomers versus the corresponding disperse
materials.

The combination of living polymerization and chro-
matographic separation was also employed by Hoshino
and coworkers while studying the molecular recognition
of the peptide melittin by synthetic oligomers.108 A
library of discrete BCOs consisting of oAA (deprotection
of oTBA) and oNIPAM blocks was synthesized via RAFT
and chromatography purification. In the next step, an
aggregation essay was performed to investigate interac-
tions with melittin to identify recognition according to

FIGURE 21 (a) Schematic overview

over the catalytic reaction pathway,

(b) view of cooperative interactions in

soluble and supported sequence-defined

catalytic oligomers and (c) catalytic

activity of TIP, ITP, sTIP, and sITP in

the aerobic oxidation of benzyl alcohol.

Reprinted with permission.168 Copyright

2018, American Chemical Society
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oligomer length and block length ratio. Moreover, pep-
tides with different epitope sequences were probed in
order to elucidate the specificity of peptide/oligomer
interaction. The authors showed that tailored oligomer
synthesis can lead to significant specificity in peptide rec-
ognition with potential future applications for neutraliz-
ing (toxic) biological activity.

3.3.3 | Conjugated oligomers in solution

Conjugated polymers play a significant role in contempo-
rary polymer science and they represent one of the most
actively studied oligomer classes.25,170 This interest is
driven by the strong dependence of conjugated structures
on the number of repeating units, as this directly corre-
lates to the potential degree of conjugation. As a result,

discrete oligomers present the opportunity to prepare
libraries that precisely tune the wavelength of light
absorption and emission. Recent contributions are dis-
cussed below with the reader being referred to prior
reviews and references.25,28,29

Hawker and coworkers synthesized o3HT libraries
with repeating units ranging from 4 to 18 via chromato-
graphic separation (Figure 22).105,116 Discrete oligomers
with distinct optical properties were obtained, and the
expected red-shift in absorption maxima and emission
maxima observed with increasing number of repeat units
due to the increased conjugation length. To illustrate the
significant difference between ensemble properties and
molecular properties, a comparison between disperse and
discrete oligomer samples showed a change in emission
properties from yellow for a disperse hexamer mixture
to green for the discrete hexamer. A combination of
oligomers with various numbers of repeating units per-
mitted formation of blends with white light emission. In
addition, the concept was extended toward other conju-
gated oligomers, such as oligo(fluorenes) or copolymers
with benzothiadiazoles placed at different locations
along the oligomer backbones. These results are in good
agreement with earlier studies in which the free rotation
of the single bond in π-conjugated oligomers gives rise
to a saturation in conjugation with a linear relationship
between band gap and 1/n. Zhu and coworkers
described monodisperse π-conjugated fluorene oligo-
mers with azo units in the main chain.171 The isomeri-
zation wavelength of the azo group was shifted into the
visible light via the conjugation length. Interestingly,
the photoisomerization took place only at one end of
the oligomer, which was also supported by DFT
modeling.

A study that made use of iterative synthesis was con-
ducted by Stuparu and coworkers, who examined the
photophysical properties of discrete π-conjugated oligo-
mers formed from planar and nonplanar aromatic moie-
ties (Figure 23).172 Corannulene and thiophene were
combined with an alkyne-bridge via Sonogashira cou-
pling in an alternating fashion to give discrete oligomers
that featured excellent electronic properties. As the
absorption behavior suggested, the bridged corannulene
and thiophene moieties structures formed a non-planar
π-conjugated system. Interestingly, longer oligomers
showed nonlinear absorption and emission properties
including two-photon absorption and luminescence.
These studies exemplify that sequence specificity, namely
alternating order, has a significant effect on electronic
properties with contributions from a combination of dif-
ferent geometries, that is, nonlinear optical properties.
PPVs conjugated to PNIPAM have also been utilized by
Huang and coworkers for the formation of self-assembled

FIGURE 22 Optical properties of conjugated oligomers in

solution: (a) structure of discrete o3HTs, (b) photograph of the

discrete o3HT series tetramer to dodecamer under 365 nm UV light

and (c) PL emission spectra of the discrete o3HT series tetramer to

dodecamer. Reprinted with permission.105 Copyright 2018,

American Chemical Society
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fibers in ethanol.173 Crystallization driven self-assembly
of the oPPV block was observed via a self-seeding or
seeded growth process to give monodisperse fiber-like
micelles with widths of 22 nm and lengths up to 870 nm.
Notably, other polymers, namely poly(2-(diethylamino)
ethyl methacrylate (PDEAEMA), could be conjugated to
the oPPV core as well. PDEAEMA-based fiber-like
micelles could also be formed and subsequently utilized
as a seed to form triblock comicelles after addition of
oPPV-b-PNIPAM unimers. Overall, the crystallizing olig-
omer acts as structure directing agent, while the polymer
drives solubility and provides a bulky corona to stabilize
nanostructures. The combination of PPV monomers and
benzothiadiazole monomers was investigated by Meyer
and coworkers174 with the combination of donor and
acceptor repeat units in a sequence specific manner

leading to unprecedented optical properties directly
related to the starting molecular structure. Similarly,
absorption and redox potentials could be tailored, for
example, a shift in the absorption maximum of 19 nm or
in the electrochemical oxidation potential of 0.17 V.
Moreover, bulk heterojunction solar cells fabricated from
these sequence-controlled oligomers result in power con-
version efficiencies varying by a factor of three depending
on monomer sequence with the highest efficiency for the
alternating oligomer.

The utilization of conjugated repeat units for analysis
of metal complex-based supramolecular self-healing
materials was presented by Hager and coworkers.175 An
oligomeric π-conjugated fluorescence marker was synthe-
sized that can insert into the supramolecular self-healing
network via complexation with Zn2+. Scratches in the
supramolecular network leads to decreased fluorescence
due to debonding of Zn2+-marker complexes. The return
of fluorescence intensity was measured over time to eval-
uate self-healing progress. This allows self-healing effi-
ciency to be investigated as a direct readout from the
system on a molecular scale. Effective self-healing analy-
sis is due to the fluorescent properties of the oligomers
and a similar mobility of the oligomer compared to poly-
mer chains in the network during the self-healing step.
Molecular orientation was also investigated by Chujo and
coworkers who prepared conjugated planar-chiral oligo-
mers based on [2.2]paracyclophanes with both twisted
and cyclic oligomers studied.176 Interestingly, photoexci-
tation led to similar photophysical properties suggesting
folding of the twisted oligomer into a cyclic structure,
resembling a helix. The folding can be attributed to the
flexibility of the oligomer that allows folding into a pla-
nar cyclic structure. Moreover, an intense chiral photo-
luminescence with high quantum efficiency was
observed, which is a promising feature for the fabrication
of chiral scaffolds.

4 | CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Oligomer research or macro-organic chemistry is an
emerging area of focus driven by molecular sizes between
traditional small molecule and polymer systems. Com-
bined with the ability to prepare discrete or very low dis-
persity samples, oligomers have significant potential for
the development of optimized materials in next-
generation applications and for fundamental structure
property relationships. While great strides have been
made to synthesize well-defined oligomers, additional
challenges need to be addressed for translation from basic
science to practical applications. Approaches to oligomer
preparation through iterative synthesis allow access to

FIGURE 23 (a) Structure of corannulene and thiophene

oligomer C4T3, (b) photograph showing two-photon excited

emission from corannulene and thiophene oligomers excited with

800 nm femtosecond laser, and (c) two-photon excited emission of

from corannulene and thiophene oligomers in CHCl3. Reprinted

with permission.172 Copyright 2017, American Chemical

Society 2017
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discrete materials but rarely in significant quantities,
while this is partially addressed by the combination of
controlled synthesis and purification strategies, improve-
ments are still required. Innovations such as the system
developed by Leibfarth and coworkers to automate the
synthesis of precision oligomers in flow is an excellent
example of novel approaches to resolve the issue of scal-
ability.114 Additionally, more attention should be devoted
to studying chain end effects for discrete oligomeric
materials, which are far from negligible given the moder-
ate size of oligomeric molecules.

Molecular recognition of oligomers will continue to
be a research focus with significant inspiration from bio-
logical systems such as oligosaccharides. The elucidation
and optimization of molecular recognition is a challeng-
ing endeavor, and the accumulated knowledge from
saccharide- and peptide-based recognition and related
techniques will be invaluable. In addition to the recogni-
tion of abiotic oligomers with biological systems, the role
in small molecule substrate binding to effect catalytic
reactions with exquisite selectivity is an opportunity that
has tremendous potential. Recent studies have shown the
significant effect that oligomer structure and sequence
can have on catalytic properties and it is expected that
more complex reactions and multi-functional oligomer
designs will be developed in the future. Sequence defined
oligomers are also expected to be valuable in the develop-
ing area of information storage, which requires well-
defined oligomers to correlate molecular structure with
the storage of information at ultra-high densities.35,177

Looking to the future, there are a wide range of excit-
ing directions for discrete and well-defined oligomeric
materials. From the perspective of structure, the parame-
ters of length, composition, stereochemistry, and dis-
persity have all been shown to play a direct role in tuning
final materials properties. For chemical composition, one
can easily see opportunities for oligomeric analogs of
classical polymeric materials (vinyl polymers, ring-
opening materials, etc.) being explored further with the
techniques described above. The effect of dispersity is fre-
quently observed in these systems but may not be a desir-
able feature depending on the application. One avenue
that has been neglected is oligomer architecture with the
investigation of cyclic, star or miktoarm star oligomers
showing significant potential for new nanostructures in
solution self-assembly or thin films. A true bottleneck
that will need to be addressed is how to properly optimize
a system with so many parameters and, if vast libraries of
materials are generated exploring this chemical space,
how to properly evaluate and test them in a reasonable
timeframe. This challenge of high throughput materials
screening is particularly relevant for oligomer research
and advances with oligomers may simplify more

complex, higher molecular weights polymers and macro-
molecular architectures.178
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